
DO WOMEN
 HAVE TO
  BE NAKED 
TO GET INTO
 THE MK&G?
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In this gallery we take inspiration from the Guerrilla Girls  
and evaluate the Graphics and Posters collection at the  
MK&G: How many pieces by women belong to the collection?  
In which countries are these female designers active?  
How many works by each individual have been collected,  
and how many have been exhibited? 

It is important to ask these questions, for only objects that  
have been preserved will be available in the future for display, 
scholarly research and publication. Decisions about what  
to collect determine which stories we will tell in the future, and 
whose work will have visibility. Our preliminary analysis con- 
firms the status quo: up until today, works by white Western 
males comprise a great majority of the items that have been 
chosen for the collection and shown in exhibitions. If we want 
to live up to our ambition of representing the diversity of  
society, we must change our acquisition strategies and exhi- 
bition practices. 
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 ‘DEAREST 
DESIGN 

COLLECTOR …’
The Graphics and Posters collection encompasses some 
400,000 works. Only about 6000 of them are attributed to 
female designers. That amounts to 1.5 percent! 

Of course we did not expect to find a proportion of 50 
percent. The collection has been continually growing for 
150 years, and well into the 20th century, a significantly 
smaller number of women were professionally active as 
designers in comparison to today. But even in the area  
of contemporary graphic design, there are only a few works 
by females – despite the fact that, for decades, women 
have constituted around half of the students enrolled in 
design programmes. And roughly 50 percent of current 
workers in the creative sector are women. 

In the future, we want to ensure that at least 50 percent  
of our new acquisitions are works by female designers. 
Furthermore, we aim to give increased attention to the 
representation of queer and non-binary persons, as  
well as designers with a migrant background and inter- 
national viewpoints.
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‘DESIGN
  WORLD
   TOKENS’
In addition to counting the total number of works by  
female designers in the collection, we also looked at how 
many pieces by each individual have been accumulated.  
The result: more than half of the female designers are  
represented with just one work. This supports the con- 
clusion that these pieces were primarily collected due  
to their subject matter. In cases where a larger number  
of works were found – optimally from various phases  
of the individual’s creative career – the focus was evidently 
on the designer’s personal development. 

It is important to us to be able to record and portray the 
evolution of women designers, along with the diversity of 
their output. For this reason, in future we will request a 
more comprehensive sampling of a designer’s work and 
also seek to obtain the professional estates of female 
creatives. 
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‘WE SELL 
 WHITE 

  BREAD’ 
Among the female designers with works in the Graphics 
and Posters collection at the MK&G, at least 40 different 
nationalities are represented – ranging from Afghanistan, 
India and Japan to Kenya, Norway and Ukraine. However, 
most are limited to a single work from their oeuvre,  
so that the first impression of an internationally diverse 
collection is quickly relativised: of more than 6000 works  
by females, roughly 5000 come from Germany, and 2500 
of these are from Hamburg. Another 300 were created  
in the USA, 200 in Switzerland, and almost 150 in Poland. 
The remaining 350 works are mainly from Europe. That is  
not truly international. 

Against the backdrop of the museum’s colonial past,  
the question arises as to how we can meaningfully and  
respectfully make the collection more international.  
One possible way would be to regard the collection as a 
mirror of civic life. As applied to Hamburg, this would  
mean collecting a greater number of works by designers 
with Turkish roots, and continuing to acquire many  
Polish artefacts. In addition, measured by the size  
of these communities in our city, the work of creatives  
from Afghanistan and Ghana should be a focus. 
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‘YOU’RE SEEING  
 ONLY PART
OF THE PICTURE’
There are gaps in the statistical data presented in this room: 
for example, we would like to reveal how many works by 
non-German citizens are in the collection. Unfortunately, 
this is not possible, because so far only around 20 percent 
of the holdings have been digitised – and in many cases 
just rudimentarily. 

Another unresolved question is how we can meaningfully 
classify the work of individuals with a migrant background 
in terms of statistical data. Esra Rotthoff, for example, was 
born in Germany with Turkish roots and addresses the 
topics of identity and multi-culturalism in her work. In our 
database, her migrant story can only be recorded in the 
form of an explanatory text; in regard to statistics, she and 
her works are categorised as being of German origin. 
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‘DEAREST  
 CURATORS …’
First and foremost, the Guerrilla Girls evaluate exhibi- 
tions, rather than collections or archives. Based on this 
approach, we delved into the MK&G’s in-house archive  
and discovered that the first solo exhibition devoted  
to a female creative took place in 1972 – almost 100 years 
after the museum was founded – presenting the work  
of the artist Hanne Darboven. Up until the present day, 
there has not been a single monographic show on a 
female graphic designer – while 28 solo exhibitions fea- 
turing the work of male designers have been mounted  
over the past 30 years. 
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    �CONFESSIONS OF 
THE CURATOR
As Head of the Graphics and Posters collection, I have 
been intentionally acquiring works by female designers 
over the past two years, including both historic and  
contemporary artefacts. 830 such works have entered the 
collection just in the last year. I am proud to be able to 
display numerous examples in this exhibition and to know 
that they will be preserved for posterity. But for me, these 
new acquisitions also point to a problem that remains 
unsolved: in my role as department head, I am the person 
who decides what will be added to the collection. My net- 
work and knowledge are that of an expert, yet they remain  
limited – just like the available resources. Would it be fea- 
sible to establish an advisory board with a broader range  
of viewpoints? 
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ACCOMPLISHED!
–  We have examined the contents of a large portion of  

the museum’s filing drawers and cabinets to find works 
by female designers, which were subsequently photo-
graphed and entered into the database. This makes 
them readily accessible for future exhibitions and 
research enquiries. 

–  Moreover, we have improved the existing entries in the 
museum’s database. For example, we have researched 
missing biographical information like dates of birth  
and death, as well as nationality, and added keywords  
to facilitate successful searches. An important key-
word, by the way, is ‘female designer’ – because before  
it was not possible to search the database specifically  
for works created by women. 
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TO DO: 
–  We want to make the complete body of works by female 

designers available to the general public. This is made 
possible within the framework of the MK&G’s Online 
Collection. However, it is first necessary to research and 
procure the respective copyrights. 

–  We want to help improve the data in existing databases 
administered by museums and other entities (e. g. 
Wikipedia, Wikidata or the Integrated Authority File of 
the German National Library). 

–  Together with the Kunstbibliothek Berlin and the 
Museum für Gestaltung Zürich, we plan to submit grant 
applications for the joint research project *in_ventur. 
The purpose of this project is to compile works by female  
commercial artists, graphic designers and commu- 
nication designers, and to increase their visibility. As 
part of this process, we want to gather the available 
information and make it accessible, so that it can serve 
as the basis for further research and publications. 

–  The database used by the museum allows the cate-
gories of ‘male’ or ‘female’ when entering biographical 
data. We will continue to urge the developers of our 
database to add the term ‘diverse’ as a further option.  
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